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Nexway In-App Store™ 
Turn your software products, video games and apps into effective online 

stores 

An immersive in-product store for your video games, apps and software 

products on Android™ and PC platforms, Nexway In-App Store lets you 

convert more, sell more, and renew more. The solution grows profits of 

all video games, apps, and software products with freemium, trial, 

subscription, or item sales revenue models. 

Converting customers from the freemium to the premium version of your 

valued PC software product, PC video game, or Android™ app is not 

trivial. It takes interrupting them, inviting them to walk themselves 

down a self-service payment funnel, perhaps attempting an upsell or a 

cross-sell – all while keeping drop-offs to a minimum. 

When compared to forcing customers to toggle between their email 

inbox, Web browser, and the product — which, if you’ve attempted this 

yourself, you’ll know is hard enough on a PC and nearly impossible on a 

tablet or smartphone — freemium pioneers who run their checkout flow 

within the product itself report superior conversion, higher average 

order value, and increased lifetime customer value. 

Nexway In-App Store managed e-commerce solutions let you turn all your 

digital video games, apps, and software products – on both Android™ and 

PC platforms – into effective online stores that convert more, renew 

more, and simply sell more. 

Nexway In-App Store combines the cloud platform, in-app software, and 

global expert services needed to operate optimized embedded shopping 

experiences. 
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Trusted All Revenue Models Immersive 
Nexway In-App Store 
keeps transactions 
humming on more 
than 100 million 
computing devices 
around the world. 

Nexway In-App Store 
supports one-time 
purchase, trial, 
subscription, freemium 
and in-app item sales 
revenue models. 

Customizable visual 
interface blends 
seamlessly into all 
video games, apps, 
and software products 
on Android™, 
Windows™, Mac OS™ 
and Linux™ platforms. 

Expertly Managed Commerce-as-a-Service 

At all times, a skilled Nexway account manager works hand in hand with 

your team to keep your in-app store humming and optimized. 

A senior digital commerce specialist, the Nexway account manager lets 

you take advantage of the expert Nexway services team in eleven 

countries. The team brings together unique digital commerce skills 

spanning IT services, digital agency, catalog curation, payment, fraud 

prevention, and customer support. 

Run Your Digital Business on a Proven Platform 

The Nexway In-App Store solution is powered by the proven Nexway 

platform for cross-device commerce of digital products. With its twelve 

years in development, 800 leading software companies, apps developers, 

game publishers and their online retailers trust the Nexway cloud 

platform. 

Fast Deployment 

o Depending on your needs, the Nexway In-App Store is either 

natively integrated into your Android™ or Windows™ software 

leveraging documented SDKs (Software Development Kits), or 
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relies on a secure, non-intrusive, lightweight embedded Web 

browser.   

o When choosing the embedded Web browser option, all it takes to 

surface advanced and secure HTML5 Web functionality into most 

PC video games, Android™ apps and PC software products is the 

insertion of a few lines of code into your software. 

o When opting for native integration, the documented Nexway In-

App Store SDKs (software development kits) for Android™ and 

Windows™ allow average skilled developers to rapidly insert 

native, Unity-compliant commerce functionality into all your 

apps, software products, or video games. 

o The SDKs support fast deployment of unique, immersive in-app 

shopping experiences that include item sales of virtual goods, 

video game levels, or books using rechargeable pre-paid credits. 

Security 

o All data that transits to and from the Nexway cloud platform and 

in-app stores is fully encrypted using defense-grade AES-128-CBC 

algorithms. 

o Nexway’s in-app store technology is PCI-DSS Level 2-certified – 

guaranteeing secure transactions across fifty distinct modes of 

payment spanning twenty-three distinct currencies. 

High Performance 

o Nexway in-app store technology keeps transactions humming on 

more than 100 million computing devices around the world. 
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o The Nexway platform has a multi-tiered architecture that runs in 

the cloud. This ensures a consistently fast user experience – even 

on peak business days.  

o Nexway takes advantage of the Level 3™ and EdgeCast™ global 

content delivery networks (CDN) to speed download of images and 

other assets. This ensures an optimal user experience even on 

slow network connections. 

Availability 

o The cloud architecture mirrors all data across two separate 

redundant instances in real-time time – and has a track record of 

delivering 99.9% annual system uptime. 

Boost Your Customer Experience 

Immersive Shopping Experience 

The visual interface of Nexway in-app stores is customizable, so they 

blend seamlessly into all video games, apps, and software products 

on all popular platforms including Mac OS™, Windows™, Linux™ and 

Android™.  

Users identify Nexway in-app stores as being part of your app, 

software product or game. This is key to getting users to instantly 

trust the new shopping method they are presented with. 

Frictionless Checkout 

Nexway offers optimized in-app checkout funnels for one-time 

purchase, trial, freemium to premium conversion, subscription, and 

in-app item sales. 
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All Nexway stores benefit from the company's broad payment 

capabilities that let your customers choose from fifty different modes 

of payment in twenty-three currencies – including country-specific 

methods such as Boletos Bancario and installment payments in Brazil, 

Konbini™ payments in Japan, SEPA throughout Europe, bank checks in 

France, and Giropay™ in Germany. 

The most common payment types used in each country are brought 

forward and presented to users at the time of payment – helping lift 

conversion in each country. 

Self-Service Customer Portal 

Your customers conveniently manage their personal cross-device user 

account from a dedicated section of your website.  

o Users can easily manage their preferred payment methods and 

billing information via the secure, password protected portal. 

o Secure wallet capabilities can store users’ preferred payment 

credentials – enabling simplified one-click payments for future 

purchases from the in-app store, from the customer portal, or a 

companion Nexway Publisher Webstore. 

o Users can review or modify their current subscriptions and auto-

renewal options. 

o The license and installation file download section allows users to 

retrieve the needed files in case they need to reinstall a program 

or install it on additional computers or devices. 

o Users can conveniently review and print HTML or PDF invoices of 

their previous purchases. 
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Maintain Control while Placing your Trust in the Expert 

Nexway Team  

Hands-on Store Management 

Your internal team in charge of your in-app store has all the controls 

it needs to run a thriving, profitable digital business. 

It can also consistently rely on the global Nexway team of expert 

digital commerce professionals to help continuously optimize your in-

app business. 

o Nexway supports global multi-country, multi-lingual deployments 

that let international teams work together to manage their 

respective country’s in-app stores. 

In-country teams have the means to manage their own product 

catalog, descriptions, packshots and marketing visuals, pricing, in-

app store configurations, interstitials, users, multi-lingual copy 

elements, and more. 

o Manage all marketing copy and legal terms and conditions in your 

in-app stores using a self-service content management system 

(CMS). 

Effective Levers in the Hands of Marketers 

Nexway gives your marketing team the levers they need to 

continuously experiment with, measure, learn about and grow your 

in-app digital business. 

The platform’s marketing capabilities revolve around the concept of 

in-app marketing campaigns. 
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Campaigns are defined as a set of marketing tactics that may be 

applied to one or several in-app store configurations. The tactics that 

may be leveraged include: 

o Upsell in cart 

o Upsell in interstitial 

o Cross-sell in cart 

o Cross-sell in interstitial 

o Service add-on in cart 

o Discount(s) 

o Voucher(s) 

Flexible Subscription and Recurring Billing  

The Nexway team operates flexible freemium conversion, 

subscription, and renewal plans for the company’s in-app store 

clients. 

o Working with Nexway clients, the Nexway team rapidly defines 

each plan’s unique set of business rules – including billing cycle, 

sequence of personalized email notifications, rules and scenarios 

for handling failed payment attempts, grace and dunning periods, 

and more. 

o Business rules are inserted into the Nexway platform by the 

Nexway team.  

o The Nexway platform in turn manages automated execution of all 

subscription plans – including distribution of triggered 

personalized emails.  
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o End-users conveniently manage their plan themselves via 

Nexway’s self-service customer portal.  

o The Nexway team is skilled at multivariate testing alternate 

subscription renewal schemes with the goal of lifting renewal 

rates. 

Insightful Reporting and Analytics 

The platform offers advanced business intelligence and reporting 

interfaces – letting you enjoy real-time views and detailed analytics 

of the performance of your Nexway in-app store. 

o From within the platform’s Web-based management console, a set 

of standard real-time reports can be accessed at all times. 

o Detailed data for each store is also accessible for convenient 

slicing and dicing in an analytics interface powered by Nexway 

partner Pentaho™. 

o Finally, all user actions are logged and accessible in Google 

Analytics™. 

What Nexway Clients Are Saying 

“Nexway has been selected to develop an in-app store e-commerce 

platform on the Windows™ platform for AVAST™. Nexway challenged our 

existing business model and demonstrated it could increase conversion. 

We performed extensive A/B testing to validate the Nexway solution, 

closely comparing Nexway In-App Store™ results with our traditional 

Web-based solution. We are very excited about the relationship and 

continued opportunities to improve our business with Nexway” 

Glenn Taylor – Vice President of Sales, AVAST Software™ 
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Why Choose Nexway In-App Store 

 Nexway is 100% focused on enabling commerce of digital goods 

 Only provider that helps you sell directly and indirectly 

 Cross-device digital commerce leadership 

 One shared platform for Nexway Webstores, In-App Stores, and 
Appstores 

 All revenue models: purchase, freemium, trial, subscription, and in-
app item sales 

 Performance-based revenue sharing  

 Expert global digital agency 

 Expert global customer support 

 600 digital publisher references 
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